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Date: 19th May 2020 

Class: 8 

Subject: Reading: Baked goods. Answering questions. 

 

 

 SB, TASK A/88 

How much do you know about bread? Do the quiz and find out!  

In some sentences all the alternatives are correct.  

 

SB, TASK C/88 

Read the text again and answer questions 1–3.  Write the answers in your 

notebook. 

1) How do we harvest grain nowadays? 

2) Was bread different during the World War II to bread nowadays? 

3) What traditional baked goods are made in Poland? 

Take 136 kg of meat, 23 kg of cheese, 9 kg of onions, 5.5 kg of pickles and 

13.5 kg of lettuce and slide them between a massive bun and you have the 

biggest hamburger in the world! The burger was grilled on a colossal custom 

charcoal grill made by Napoleon Gourmet Grills.  
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WORD FOCUS 

crush: to press something very hard until it breaks 

harvest: to pick and collect crops 

fresh: not preserved or old 

knead: press dough until it forms a smooth mixture 

improve: to make something better 

millet: a type of grain used more often today as a food for birds 

sawdust: very small pieces of wood produced when you cut wood 

 

SB, TASK E/89 

Read the incomplete sentences below. Then look  at each gap carefully. What 

type of word do you  need for each gap? 

If you want to (1) ……………… a healthy life, bake bread ( 2) ………… home. 

Homemade bread is ( 3) ………….  for you than anything bought in shops. It’s 

fresh and it tastes (4 ) ………………. 

 

SB, TASK F/89 

Choose the correct option to complete the sentences in E.  

1) lunch / good / live / old 

2) eat / on / at / for 

3) makes / likes / better / healthy 

4) fat / delicious / infection / sleep 

 

SB, TASK G/89 

Read the Skills Explorer carefully and complete the Skills Booster task.  

Remember to check your answers. 

 

Ćwiczenia do realizacji na zajęciach online. 


